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THIRD SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/
TECHNOLOGY- MARCH, 201 5

PROGRAMMING IN C
(Common for EL, EC, EA, ER AE and TC)

lTime : 3 hours

(Maxirnum marks : 100)

PART-A

(Ma,rimum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

L Write value of 'y' in the following statemant, if x : 10 y : **'
2. State tue or false :

(i) xlx is an invalid variable name (ii) mn*2 is valid variable rutme.

3. Write name and use of ? : operator.

4. Write an example to declme a string variable.

5. Write syntax and use of malloc Q frurction. (5x2=10)

PARI-B

Maximum marks : 30)

U Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain about precedence of operators. Write the precedence of arithmatic
operators.

2. Write syntax and explain with example about FOR loop statement.

3. Write a fi.nction that accepts two integer values as argrnnarts, find their sum and

retum sum to the calling frrnction. (Only write function, no need of complete
program)

4. Write a progrzm to read 'n'numbetrs into an anay and diqplay in reverse order.

5. Write the syntax and use of any three sting handling functions.

6. Compare structure and union. Show how they allocate memory by using an

example.

7. Define pointer. Write the steps to declare, assigning and accessing values of
variables using pointen. (5x6=30)
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PAKT-_{
(Marimum marks

(Answer one fi}/.l question from each unit'

UNrr-I

Write the syntax and uses of getchar 0,
fi.mctions.

Write any fotr nrles for naming a variable'

Marks

: 60)

Each full question caries 15 marks')

putchar 0, printf 0 and scanf 0
8

Gve ttree example variable ftlmes' 7

find the largest

in file operations.

m (a)

(b)

v (a)

o)

8

9

6
v

On

(a) List and explain any six datatypes'

(b) Explain about library and header files'

VII (a)

o)

8

7

D( (a)

(b)

7

8

8

7

u (a)

(b)

8

7

(a)

o)

UNn-II

Write a program to read 'n' numbers, find and print the Sum of even

numbers and odd numbers separately. (Don't use array)' 8

Define user defined functions. Explain about general format of furction definition. 7

On

Write a progfam to read two numbers' paSS these values to a function, find

the largest and retum to main 0 function and print'

Compare and explain the gareral format of WHILE and DO-WHILE statements

with examples.

UNtr-III

Write a program to read 'n'numbers in an array, find the smallest element

and print.

Explain about multidimentional and dynamic amlys'

On

Write a progrilm to read two strings, find their lengths' concatenate them and

display.

Write steps to declare a two dimentional integer array, read and print values

using an example.

UNrr-IV

Write a progr:Lm to read and print the details of five students using structure.

The details are register number, n€une, marks of five subjects and total mark'

Write steps to open and close a file. List and write any four file opening modes'

On

Write a program using pointers to read two integer numbers,

and pnnt.

Write syntax and uses of any four inpuVoutput fi'nctions used

VII

x (a)

o)
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